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FOCUS ADJUSTMENT APPARATUS, IMAGE 
SENSINGAPPARATUS, FOCUS ADJUSTMENT 
METHOD, CONTROL PROGRAM FOR FOCUS 
ADJUSTMENT APPARATUS, AND STORAGE 

MEDIUM 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

0001. The present invention relates to a focus adjustment 
apparatus, an image Sensing apparatus, a focus adjustment 
method, a control program for a focus adjustment apparatus, 
and a Storage medium and, more particularly, to a focus 
adjustment apparatus, an image Sensing apparatus, a focus 
adjustment method, a control program for a focus adjust 
ment apparatus, and a storage medium, which can attain 
manual focus adjustment used in various video cameras, and 
especially in a slow shutter mode. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0002. In conventional video cameras, a system for 
recording a Standard television signal obtained by photo 
electrically converting an object image by an image Sensing 
element has prevailed. It is a common practice to execute 
photoelectric conversion for a time corresponding to one 
period (field period) of a vertical Synchronization signal of 
the Standard television signal. However, a Sufficient expo 
Sure time cannot often be assured within a predetermined 
field period, and a frame may Suffer underexposure. To 
prevent Such problem, especially in a low illuminance 
environment, a technique called slow shutter is put into 
practical use. With this technique, the exposure time of the 
image Sensing element can be longer than one field period by 
devising the photoelectric conversion timing, and using an 
image memory. 

0003. The arrangement of an actual video camera will be 
described in detail below with reference to FIG. 1. Refer 
ence numeral 101 denotes a Stationary first group lens, 102, 
a Zoom lens that attains Zooming, 103, an aperture; 104, a 
Stationary Second group lens, and 105, a focus compensation 
lens (to be referred to as a focus lens hereinafter) which has 
both a function of correcting movement of a focal plane 
upon Zooming, and a focus adjustment function. Reference 
numeral 106 denotes a focus compensation lens motor as an 
actuator for moving the focus lens 105; and 107, a focus 
compensation lens driver for driving the focus compensation 
lens motor 106 in accordance with a Signal from a camera 
control microcomputer 114 to be described later. Reference 
numeral 108 denotes a CCD Serving as an image Sensing 
element; and 109, a CCD drive circuit for driving the CCD 
108. Reference numeral 110 denotes a camera signal pro 
cessing circuit which processes an output signal from the 
CCD 108 to obtain a signal that is compatible to a recording 
device 112 to be described later. 

0004 Reference numeral 111 denotes an image memory, 
which Stores a Video Signal from the camera signal process 
ing circuit 110 as needed, and outputs the Stored Video signal 
to the recording device 112 to be described below. Reference 
numeral 112 denotes the recording device, which records an 
output Signal from the image memory 111 for one field 
period. Nowadays, a magnetic tape is normally used as a 
recording medium. Reference numeral 113 denotes a display 
device which displays an output from the image memory 
111. Reference numeral 114 denotes the camera control 
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microcomputer, which controls the CCD drive circuit 109 
and camera Signal processing circuit 110, and sends a signal 
for driving the focus lens 105 to the driver 107 in accordance 
with an input from a manual focus dial 115 to be described 
below. Reference numeral 115 denotes the manual focus dial 
which converts rotation of a member into an electrical 
Signal, and inputs the electrical Signal to the camera control 
microcomputer 114. 
0005. In the video camera system with the arrangement 
shown in FIG. 1, the camera control microcomputer 114 
generates a video Signal by controlling the CCD drive circuit 
109 and camera signal processing circuit 110, and sends a 
signal for driving the focus lens 105 to the focus compen 
sation lens driver 107 in accordance with the input from the 
manual focus dial 115. 

0006 The slow shutter control of the video camera 
system will be explained below. The CCD drive circuit 109 
normally drives the CCD 108 to make photoelectric con 
version for one field period. However, in a low-illuminance 
environment, the CCD drive circuit 109 drives the CCD 108 
to make photoelectric conversion after exposure acroSS a 
plurality of fields, the output from the CCD 108 is processed 
by the camera Signal processing circuit 110, the Video signal 
is Stored in the image memory 111, and the Video signal is 
read out from the image memory 111 for one field period and 
is output to the recording device 112, as shown in FIG. 2. 
In this way, an image changes every plurality of field 
periods, but a bright image can be obtained. Note that the 
bracketed numbers in FIG. 2 indicate respective images. 
0007 Lastly, the manual focus control of the video cam 
era system will be explained below. The camera control 
microcomputer 114 reads an electrical Signal obtained by 
converting rotation of the manual focus dial 115, and sends 
a signal for driving the focus lens 105 in proportion to a 
change in electrical Signal corresponding to the rotation 
amount of the manual focus dial 115 to the focus compen 
sation lens driver 107, thus attaining the manual focus 
control. A photographer operates the manual focus dial 115 
while observing the display contents on the display device 
113, So as to attain manual focus operation. 
0008 FIG. 5 shows the control of the camera control 
microcomputer 114 at that time. This process is controlled to 
start from step S501 and to return to step S501 within one 
field. In step S501, the rotation direction and angle of the 
manual focus dial 115 in one field are detected. In step S502, 
the drive amount of the focus lens 105 for one field is 
determined in accordance with the rotation angle of the 
manual focus dial 115. In step S503, the focus lens 105 is 
driven by the drive amount determined in step S502 in a 
direction corresponding to the rotation direction detected in 
step S501. In this manner, the manual focus control is 
attained. 

0009. However, the conventional system suffers the fol 
lowing problem. Since the update period of a video signal is 
prolonged and it takes a long time until the photographer 
observes a Video corresponding to his or her manual focus 
operation in the Slow shutter mode, the focus lens has 
already overshot an in-focus position when an image in an 
in-focus State is output. For this reason, even when the 
photographer realizes Such State and makes manual focus 
operation in the reverse direction, the focus lens repetitively 
overshoots an in-focus position, and the focal point position 
cannot be determined before and after an in-focus point. 
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0.010 The present invention has been made in consider 
ation of the above situation, and has as its object to provide 
a focus adjustment apparatus, an image Sensing apparatus, a 
focus adjustment method, a control program for a focus 
adjustment apparatus, and a storage medium, which can 
prevent the conventional problem (i.e., the focal point posi 
tion cannot be determined before and after an in-focus point) 
even in a slow shutter mode, and can reliably adjust a focal 
point to an in-focus point. 
0011. In order to achieve the above object, according to 
the first aspect of the present invention, a focus adjustment 
apparatus is characterized by comprising a focus adjustment 
device that drives to adjust a focal point of an image Sensing 
optical System corresponding to a manual operation, and a 
change device that changes a focus adjustment drive Speed 
of the focus adjustment device corresponding to the manual 
operation in accordance with a cycle in which an image 
Sensing device converts an object image received via the 
image Sensing optical System into an image Signal. 
0012. According to the second aspect of the present 
invention, a focus adjustment apparatus is characterized by 
comprising a focus adjustment device that drives to adjust a 
focal point of an image Sensing optical System correspond 
ing to a manual operation, and a change device that changes 
a response time of the focus adjustment device to the manual 
operation in accordance with a cycle in which an image 
Sensing device converts an object image received via the 
image Sensing optical System into an image Signal. 
0013. According to the third aspect of the present inven 
tion, a focus adjustment method for driving to adjust a focal 
point of an image Sensing optical System corresponding to a 
manual operation, is characterized by comprising the Step of 
changing a focus adjustment drive Speed corresponding to 
the manual operation in accordance with a cycle in which an 
image Sensing device converts an object image received via 
the image Sensing optical System into an image Signal. 
0.014. According to the fourth aspect of the present inven 
tion, a focus adjustment method for driving to adjust a focal 
point of an image Sensing optical System corresponding to a 
manual operation, is characterized by comprising the Step of 
changing a focus adjustment drive time corresponding to the 
manual operation in accordance with a cycle in which an 
image Sensing device converts an object image received via 
the image Sensing optical System into an image Signal. 
0.015 According to the fifth aspect of the present inven 
tion, a control program for a focus adjustment apparatus for 
driving to adjust a focal point of an image Sensing optical 
System corresponding to a manual operation, is character 
ized by comprising the Step of changing a focus adjustment 
drive Speed corresponding to the manual operation in accor 
dance with a cycle in which an image Sensing device 
converts an object image received via the image Sensing 
optical System into an image Signal. 
0016. According to the sixth aspect of the present inven 
tion, a control program for a focus adjustment apparatus for 
driving to adjust a focal point of an image Sensing optical 
System corresponding to a manual operation, is character 
ized by comprising the Step of changing a focus adjustment 
drive time corresponding to the manual operation in accor 
dance with a cycle in which an image Sensing device 
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converts an object image received via the image Sensing 
optical System into an image Signal. 

0017. Other objects and advantages besides those dis 
cussed above shall be apparent to those skilled in the art 
from the description of a preferred embodiment of the 
invention which follows. In the description, reference is 
made to accompanying drawings, which form a part hereof, 
and which illustrate an example of the invention. Such 
example, however, is not exhaustive of the various embodi 
ments of the invention, and therefore reference is made to 
the claims which follow the description for determining the 
Scope of the invention. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0018 FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing the arrange 
ment of a Video camera according to the first and Second 
embodiments of the present invention; 

0019 FIG. 2 is an explanatory view showing the rela 
tionship among the charge Signals of a CCD, the outputs 
from the CCD, the outputs from a camera Signal processing 
circuit, the outputs from an image memory, Signals recorded 
by a recording device, and the focus lens position in the 
Video camera according to the first and Second embodi 
ments, 

0020 FIG. 3 is a flow chart showing the control sequence 
of a camera control microcomputer in the Video camera 
according to the first embodiment; 

0021 FIG. 4 is a flow chart showing the control sequence 
of a camera control microcomputer in the Video camera 
according to the Second embodiment; and 

0022 FIG. 5 is a flow chart showing the control sequence 
of a camera control microcomputer in a conventional video 
Caca. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

0023. An outline of an embodiment of the present inven 
tion will be explained first. 

0024. The embodiment of the present invention can pre 
vent a focus lens from OverShooting an in-focus position 
upon outputting an in-focus image due to its low moving 
Speed in a slow shutter mode that Sets the exposure time of 
an image Sensing element to be longer than one field period 
by changing control for moving the focus lens (by changing 
the moving amount of the focus lens per unit time or 
changing the control period of the focus lens) in accordance 
with a photoelectric conversion period in which an optical 
image is converted into an electrical Signal in a predeter 
mined period in a Video camera, i.e., can prevent the 
conventional problem that the focus lens repetitively over 
shoots an in-focus position, and a focal point position cannot 
be determined before and after an in-focus point even when 
the photographer recognizes Such State and makes manual 
focus operation in the reverse direction, and can reliably 
adjust the focal point to an in-focus point. 

0025 Preferred embodiments of the present invention 
will be described in detail hereinafter with reference to the 
accompanying drawings. 
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0026. First Embodiment 
0.027 FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing the arrange 
ment of a Video camera according to the first embodiment of 
the present invention. The Video camera comprises a Sta 
tionary first group lens 101, Zoom lens 102, aperture 103, 
Stationary Second group lens 104, focus compensation lens 
(to be referred to as a focus lens hereinafter) 105, focus 
compensation lens motor 106, focus compensation lens 
driver 107, CCD 108, CCD drive circuit 109, camera signal 
processing circuit 110, image memory 111, recording device 
112, display device 113, camera control microcomputer 114, 
and manual focus dial 115. 

0028. Since the basic arrangement of the video camera of 
the first embodiment is the same as that of the prior art, a 
detailed description thereof will be omitted. In the first 
embodiment, for the Sake of Simplicity, a television System 
for recording a Standard television signal obtained by pho 
toelectrically converting an object image in a Video camera 
is NTSC (National Television System Committee, field 
period=71,60 Sec), and a shutter speed is limited to "/60 sec, 
%0 sec (two fields), and /15 sec (four fields) in the following 
description. However, any other shutter Speeds may be used 
if other field periods are used or if the shutter speed 
corresponds to an integer multiple of Such field period. 
0029. The operation of the video camera of the first 
embodiment with the above arrangement will be described 
in detail below with reference to FIGS. 1, 2, and 3. Note that 
the camera control microcomputer 114 of the Video camera 
executes the process shown in the flow chart of FIG. 3 on 
the basis of a control program which is Stored in the Video 
camera or a control program which is Supplied from a device 
outside the Video camera. 

0030) The process shown in the flow chart of FIG. 3 is 
controlled to start from step S301 and to return to step S301 
within one field. In step S301, the camera control micro 
computer 114 detects the rotation direction and angle of the 
manual focus dial 115 for one field. The camera control 
microcomputer 114 checks in step S302 if the shutter speed 
is 760 Sec. If the Shutter Speed is /60 Sec, the flow advances 
to step S303; otherwise, the flow advances to step S305. 
0.031) If the shutter speed is /60 sec, the camera control 
microcomputer 114 determines the drive amount of the 
focus lens 105 for one field in accordance with the rotation 
angle of the manual focus dial 115 in step S303. That is, the 
drive amount of the focus lens 105 for one field=the rotation 
angle of the manual focus dial 115xC. (C.: a conversion 
coefficient (constant)). In step S304, the camera control 
microcomputer 114 controls the focus compensation lens 
driver 107 and focus compensation lens motor 106 to drive 
the focus lens 105 by the drive amount determined in step 
S303 in a direction corresponding to the rotation direction of 
the manual focus dial 115 detected in step S301. 
0032. On the other hand, if the shutter speed is not /60 
Sec, the camera control microcomputer 114 checks in Step 
S305 if the shutter speed is /30 sec. If the shutter speed is /30 
sec, the flow advances to step S306; otherwise, the flow 
advances to step S307. 
0033. If the shutter speed is /30 sec, the camera control 
microcomputer 114 determines the drive amount of the 
focus lens 105 for one field to be 4 that in step S303 in 
accordance with the rotation angle of the manual focus dial 
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115 in step S306. That is, the drive amount of the focus lens 
105 for one field=the rotation angle of the manual focus dial 
115xOx 1/2. In step S304, the camera control microcomputer 
114 controls the focus compensation lens driver 107 and 
focus compensation lens motor 106 to drive the focus lens 
105 by the drive amount determined in step S306 in a 
direction corresponding to the rotation direction of the 
manual focus dial 115 detected in step S301. 
0034. On the other hand, if the shutter speed is not /30 
Sec, Since it is determined in this embodiment that the Shutter 
Speed is /15 Sec, the camera microcomputer 114 determines 
the drive amount of the focus lens 105 for one field to be /4 
that in step S303 in accordance with the rotation angle of the 
manual focus dial 115 in step S307. That is, the drive amount 
of the focus lens 105 for one field=the rotation angle of the 
manual focus dial 115xOx1/4. In step S304, the camera 
control microcomputer 114 controls the focus compensation 
lens driver 107 and focus compensation lens motor 106 to 
drive the focus lens 105 by the drive amount determined in 
step S307 in a direction corresponding to the rotation 
direction of the manual focus dial 115 detected in step S301. 
0035. As described above, according to the first embodi 
ment, Since the control for determining the drive amount of 
the focus lens 105 for one field is done in accordance with 
the photoelectric conversion period, an optimal manual 
focus moving amount per field that matches the Shutter 
Speed in the Slow shutter mode can be implemented, as 
shown in FIG. 2(b) and, hence, the moving amount of the 
focus lens 105 can be Smaller than that at a normal shutter 
speed shown in FIG. 2(a). Therefore, the conventional 
problem that the focus lens repetitively overshoots an in 
focus position, and the focal point position cannot be deter 
mined before and after an in-focus point even when the 
photographer recognizes Such State and makes manual focus 
operation in the reverse direction can be prevented, and the 
focal point can be reliably adjusted to an in-focus point. 
0036) Second Embodiment 
0037. A video camera according to the second embodi 
ment of the present invention comprises a Stationary first 
group lens 101, Zoom lens 102, aperture 103, stationary 
Second group lens 104, focus compensation lens (to be 
referred to as a focus lens hereinafter) 105, focus compen 
sation lens motor 106, focus compensation lens driver 107, 
CCD 108, CCD drive circuit 109, camera signal processing 
circuit 110, image memory 111, recording device 112, dis 
play device 113, camera control microcomputer 114, and 
manual focus dial 115, as in the first embodiment (see FIG. 
1). 
0038 Since the basic arrangement of the video camera of 
the Second embodiment is the Same as that of the prior art, 
a detailed description thereof will be omitted. In the second 
embodiment, for the Sake of Simplicity, a television System 
for recording a Standard television signal obtained by pho 
toelectrically converting an object image in a Video camera 
is NTSC (National Television System Committee, field 
period=/60 sec), and a shutter speed is limited to "/60 sec, /30 
sec (two fields), and /15 sec (four fields) in the following 
description. However, any other shutter Speeds may be used 
if other field periods are used or if the shutter speed 
corresponds to an integer multiple of Such field period. 
0039 The operation of the video camera of the second 
embodiment with the above arrangement will be described 
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in detail below with reference to FIGS. 1, 2, and4. Note that 
the camera control microcomputer 114 of the Video camera 
executes the process shown in the flow chart of FIG. 4 on 
the basis of a control program which is Stored in the Video 
camera or a control program which is Supplied from a device 
outside the Video camera. 

0040. The process shown in the flow chart of FIG. 4 is 
controlled to start from step S401 and to return to step S401 
within one field. In step S401, the camera control micro 
computer 114 detects the rotation direction and angle of the 
manual focus dial 115 for one field. The camera control 
microcomputer 114 checks in step S402 if the shutter speed 
is 760 Sec. If the Shutter Speed is /60 Sec, the flow advances 
to step S403; otherwise, the flow advances to step S405. 
0041) If the shutter speed is /60 sec, the camera control 
microcomputer 114 determines the drive amount of the 
focus lens 105 for one field in accordance with the rotation 
angle of the manual focus dial 115 in step S403. That is, the 
drive amount of the focus lens 105 for one field=the rotation 
angle of the manual focus dial 115xC. (C.: a conversion 
coefficient (constant)). In step S404, the camera control 
microcomputer 114 controls the focus compensation lens 
driver 107 and focus compensation lens motor 106 to drive 
the focus lens 105 by the drive amount determined in step 
S403 in a direction corresponding to the rotation direction of 
the manual focus dial 115 detected in step S401. 
0042. On the other hand, if the shutter speed is not /60 
Sec, the camera control microcomputer 114 checks in Step 
S405 if the shutter speed is /30 sec. If the shutter speed is /30 
sec, the flow advances to step S406; otherwise, the flow 
advances to step S407. 
0043. If the shutter speed is /30 sec, the camera control 
microcomputer 114 checks in step S406 if the photoelectric 
conversion timing is reached. If it is determined that the 
photoelectric conversion timing is reached, the flow 
advances to step S407, and the microcomputer 114 deter 
mines the drive amount of the focus lens 105 for one field 
in accordance with the rotation angle of the manual focus 
dial 115. That is, the drive amount of the focus lens 105 for 
one field=the rotation angle of the manual focus dial 115xC. 
In step S404, the camera control microcomputer 114 con 
trols the focus compensation lens driver 107 and focus 
compensation lens motor 106 to drive the focus lens 105 by 
the drive amount determined in step S407 in a direction 
corresponding to the rotation direction of the manual focus 
dial 115 detected in step S401. On the other hand, if the 
camera control microcomputer 114 determines that the pho 
toelectric conversion timing is not reached, the flow returns 
to step S401 without driving the focus lens 105. 
0044. On the other hand, if the shutter speed is not /30 
Sec, Since it is determined in this embodiment that the shutter 
Speed is /15 Sec, the camera microcomputer 114 checks in 
step S408 if the photoelectric conversion timing is reached. 
If it is determined that the photoelectric conversion timing is 
reached, the flow advances to step S409, and the microcom 
puter 114 determines the drive amount of the focus lens 105 
for one field in accordance with the rotation angle of the 
manual focus dial 115. That is, the drive amount of the focus 
lens 105 for one field=the rotation angle of the manual focus 
dial 115xC. In step S404, the camera control microcomputer 
114 controls the focus compensation lens driver 107 and 
focus compensation lens motor 106 to drive the focus lens 
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105 by the drive amount determined in step S409 in a 
direction corresponding to the rotation direction of the 
manual focus dial 115 detected in step S401. On the other 
hand, if the camera control microcomputer 114 determines 
that the photoelectric conversion timing is not reached, the 
flow returns to step S401 without driving the focus lens 105. 

0045. As described above, according to the second 
embodiment, Since the control for determining the drive 
amount of the focus lens 105 for one field is done in 
accordance with the photoelectric conversion period, an 
optimal manual focus moving amount per field that matches 
the Shutter Speed in the slow Shutter mode can be imple 
mented, as shown in FIG. 2(c) and, hence, the moving 
amount of the focus lens 105 can be Smaller than that at a 
normal shutter speed shown in FIG. 2(a). Therefore, the 
conventional problem that the focus lens repetitively over 
shoots an in-focus position, and the focal point position 
cannot be determined before and after an in-focus point even 
when the photographer recognizes Such State and makes 
manual focus operation in the reverse direction can be 
prevented, and the focal point can be reliably adjusted to an 
in-focus point. 

0046) Other Embodiments 
0047 The first and second embodiments have exempli 
fied the video camera with the arrangement shown in FIG. 
1. However, the present invention is not limited to such 
Specific arrangement, and an image Sensing optical System, 
drive System, control System, recording System, and display 
System can have arbitrary arrangements. 

0048. The first and second embodiments have exempli 
fied a Standalone Video camera. However, the present inven 
tion is not limited to Such specific arrangement, and can be 
applied to a System in which the Video camera of the present 
invention is connected to a display device Such as a liquid 
crystal display or the like, and an information processing 
apparatus Such as a personal computer or the like to be able 
to communicate with each other. 

0049. Note that the present invention may be applied to 
either a System constituted by a plurality of devices, or an 
apparatus consisting of a Single device. The objects of the 
present invention are also achieved by Supplying a medium 
Such as a storage medium or the like, which Stores a program 
code of software that implements the functions of the 
above-mentioned embodiments to the System or apparatus, 
and reading out and executing the program code Stored in the 
medium Such as a storage medium or the like by a computer 
(or a CPU or MPU) of the system or apparatus. 
0050. In this case, the program code itself read out from 
the Storage medium implements the functions of the above 
mentioned embodiments, and the medium Such as a Storage 
medium or the like which Stores the program code consti 
tutes the present invention. AS the medium Such as a Storage 
medium or the like for Supplying the program code, for 
example, a floppy disk (tradename), hard disk, optical disk, 
magneto-optical disk, CD-ROM, CD-R, magnetic tape, non 
volatile memory card, ROM, download via a network, and 
the like may be used. 

0051. The functions of the above-mentioned embodi 
ments may be implemented not only by executing the 
readout program code by the computer but also by Some or 
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all of actual processing operations executed by an OS 
running on the computer on the basis of an instruction of the 
program code. 
0.052 Furthermore, the functions of the above-mentioned 
embodiments may be implemented by Some or all of actual 
processing operations executed by a CPU or the like 
arranged in a function extension board or a function exten 
Sion unit, which is inserted in or connected to the computer, 
after the program code read out from the Storage medium is 
written in a memory of the extension board or unit. 
0.053 As described above, according to the above 
embodiments, even in a slow shutter mode in which the 
exposure time of image Sensing means that converts an 
object image into an image Signal is set to be longer than one 
field period, the conventional problem that the focus lens 
repetitively overshoots an in-focus position, and the focal 
point position cannot be determined before and after an 
in-focus point even when the user recognizes Such State and 
makes manual focus operation in the reverse direction can 
be prevented, and the focal point can be reliably adjusted to 
an in-focus point. 
0.054 The present invention is not limited to the above 
embodiments and various changes and modifications can be 
made within the Spirit and Scope of the present invention. 
Therefore, to apprise the public of the Scope of the present 
invention the following claims are made. 
What is claimed is: 

1. A focus adjustment apparatus comprising: 
a focus adjustment device that drives to adjust a focal 

point of an image Sensing optical System corresponding 
to a manual operation; and 

a change device that changes a focus adjustment drive 
Speed of Said focus adjustment device corresponding to 
the manual operation in accordance with a cycle in 
which an image Sensing device converts an object 
image received via the image Sensing optical System 
into an image Signal. 

2. The apparatus according to claim 1, wherein Said 
change device decreases the focus adjustment drive Speed of 
Said focus adjustment device corresponding to the manual 
operation as the cycle in which the image Sensing device 
converts an object image received via the image Sensing 
optical System into an image Signal becomes longer. 

3. The apparatus according to claim 1, wherein Said 
change device changes a focus adjustment drive amount per 
unit time of Said focus adjustment device corresponding to 
the manual operation in accordance with the cycle in which 
the image Sensing device converts an object image received 
via the image Sensing optical System into an image Signal. 

4. A focus adjustment apparatus comprising: 
a focus adjustment device that drives to adjust a focal 

point of an image Sensing optical System correspondig 
to a manual operation; and 

a change device that changes a response time of Said focus 
adjustment device to the manual operation in accor 
dance with a cycle in which an image Sensing device 
converts an object image received via the image Sens 
ing optical System into an image Signal. 

5. The apparatus according to claim 4, wherein Said 
change device shortens the response time of Said focus 
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adjustment device to the manual operation as the cycle in 
which the image Sensing device converts an object image 
received via the image Sensing optical System into an image 
Signal becomes longer. 

6. The apparatus according to claim 4, wherein Said 
change device prolongs the response time of Said focus 
adjustment device to the manual operation as the cycle in 
which the image Sensing device converts an object image 
received via the image Sensing optical System into an image 
Signal becomes longer. 

7. The apparatus according to claim 1, further comprising: 
a display device for displaying an image Signal periodi 

cally converted by the image Sensing device. 
8. The apparatus according to claim 1, wherein Said focus 

adjustment device drives to adjust a focal point at a drive 
Speed corresponding to an operation Speed of a manual 
operation member. 

9. An image Sensing apparatus comprising: 

a focus adjustment apparatus of claim 1. 
10. A focus adjustment method for driving to adjust a 

focal point of an image Sensing optical System correspond 
ing to a manual operation, comprising the Step of: 

changing a focus adjustment drive Speed corresponding to 
the manual operation in accordance with a cycle in 
which an image Sensing device converts an object 
image received via the image Sensing optical System 
into an image Signal. 

11. A focus adjustment method for driving to adjust a 
focal point of an image Sensing optical System correspond 
ing to a manual operation, comprising the Step of: 

changing a focus adjustment drive time corresponding to 
the manual operation in accordance with a cycle in 
which an image Sensing device converts an object 
image received via the image Sensing optical System 
into an image Signal. 

12. A control program for a focus adjustment apparatus 
for driving to adjust a focal point of an image Sensing optical 
System corresponding to a manual operation, comprising the 
Step of: 

changing a focus adjustment drive Speed corresponding to 
the manual operation in accordance with a cycle in 
which an image Sensing device converts an object 
image received via the image Sensing optical System 
into an image Signal. 

13. A control program for a focus adjustment apparatus 
for driving to adjust a focal point of an image Sensing optical 
System corresponding to a manual operation, comprising the 
Step of: 

changing a focus adjustment drive time corresponding to 
the manual operation in accordance with a cycle in 
which an image Sensing device converts an object 
image received via the image Sensing optical System 
into an image Signal. 

14. A Storage medium Storing a control program of claim 
12. 

15. A Storage medium Storing a control program of claim 
13. 


